Abstract
Introduction
In the paradigm of artificial intelligence (AI), evolutionary algorithms (EA) are randomized search and optimization techniques that mimic the processes of Darwinian evolution and natural genetics [1] . In recent past the computational cost having been reduced almost dramatically, researchers, all over the world, are coming up with new EAs on a regular basis in order to meet the demands of the complex, real-world optimization problems. In 2001, Geem et al. proposed Harmony Search (HS) [2] , a derivativefree, meta-heuristic algorithm, mimicking the improvisation process of music players. Since its inception, HS has found several applications in a wide variety of practical optimization problems like pipe-network design [3] , structural optimization [4] , vehicle routing problem [5] , combined heat and power economic dispatch problem [6] , and Dam Scheduling [7] .
A significant amount of research has already been undertaken on the application of HS for solving difficult practical optimization problems as well as to improve the performance of HS by tuning its parameters and/or blending it with other powerful optimization techniques like PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, there has been little or no research work to explain the search-mechanism of HS analytically within a statistical-mathematical framework. This paper tries to make a humble contribution in this context. It attempts to analyze the evolution of the population-variance of HS and its influence on the explorative power of the algorithm. The efficiency of most EAs depends on how they balance between the explorative and exploitative tendencies in the course of search. Exploitation means the ability of an algorithm to use the information already collected and thus to orient the search towards the goal while exploration is the process that allows introduction of new information into the population. This paper finds an analytical expression for the population-variance of HS following the works of Beyer [12] and Zaharie [13] , who did conceptually similar analysis for Evolutionary Strategy (ES) [14, 15] and Differential Evolution (DE) [16, 17] respectively. It also draws a few important conclusions, regarding the explorative power of HS by observing the change of expected population-variance over generations with and without selection.
Based on the analysis presented here, a simple modification of classical HS has been proposed. In the modified HS, the control parameter known as distance bandwidth (bw) has been made equal to the standard deviation of the current population. Limited experimental results (owing to the economy of space) on popular benchmarks have been presented to validate the analysis undertaken here.
Classical Harmony Search Algorithm
Harmony search is a new meta-heuristic optimization algorithm which imitates the music improvisation process applied by musicians. Each musician improvises the pitches of his/her instrument to obtain a better state of harmony. The goal of the process is to reach a perfect state of harmony. The different steps of the HS algorithm are described below:
Step 1:
The 1 st step is to specify the problem and initialize the parameter values. The optimization problem is defined as minimize (or maximize) f ( x ) such that Step 2:
The 2 nd step is to initialize the Harmony Memory. The initial harmony memory is generated from a uniform distribution in the ranges [
. This is done as follows: 
Step 4: Step 5:
The stopping criterion (generally the number of iterations) is checked. If it is satisfied, computation is terminated. Otherwise, Steps 3 and 4 are repeated.
Computation of the Expected Population-Variance
The explorative power of an EA expresses its capability to explore the search-space. Expected population variance is the measure of the explorative power of the algorithm. In the original Harmony Search algorithm, we do not have to deal with any population of vectors in step 3 (New Harmony Improvisation). Instead, a single harmony vector is created in this step. But to study the explorative power of this newly-conceptualized algorithm, we will have to consider a population of vectors in its variation step (step 3) i.e. the step that is responsible for exploring new variations in the search space. After the selection step (step 4) of the Harmony Search algorithm, population variance may increase or decrease. To avoid any premature convergence or stagnation in the successive generations and to ensure that most of the regions in the search space have been explored, the variance operation must adjust the population variance such that it has a reasonable value from one generation to another. Thus if the selection step decreases the population variance, the variance operators must increase it necessarily. Thus in step 3 i.e. the New Harmony Improvisation Process we consider a population of new harmonies instead of a single harmony. This is done for the sake of analysis of evolution of population variance. This new population is referred If the elements of the population are affected by some random elements, the ) x var( will be a random variable and )) x E(var( will be the measure of the explorative power.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem:
Theorem 1:
the intermediate population obtained after harmony memory consideration and pitch adjustment. If HMCR be the harmony memory consideration probability, PAR the pitch-adjustment probability, bw the arbitrary distance bandwidth and if we consider the allowable range for the decision variables 
, where k is a number within the set.
Thus r x is a random variable and
We now compute ( ) 
The probability distribution function for the random numbers is taken to be continuous uniform probability density function which is graphically shown below: ( )
. ) E(R is computed as follows:
Hence, 
So, from (4), we get,
And from (5), we get, .
So, We know, the population-mean, (13) and (14) we get, 
Lemma 1.1:
If HMCR is chosen to be very high (i.e. very near to 1) and the distance bandwidth parameter ( bw ) is chosen to be the standard deviation of the current
), then population variance (without selection) will grow almost exponentially over generations.
Proof:
The expected variance of the intermediate Y population (obtained after improvisation process) is given by Theorem 1 as follows: 
From (16) it is seen that if we do not include selection in the algorithm, then the expected variance of the g th population ( g X ) becomes: in such a way that the term within the second brackets becomes grater than unity, then we can expect an exponential growth of population variance. This growth of expected population variance over generations gives the algorithm a strong explorative power which is essential for an EA.
Hence, (17) supports the assertion made in Lemma 1.1.
Experimental Results
The aim of the experimental section is to validate the formula obtained in Theorem 1 and to justify the claim made in Lemma 1.1. This section also provides a comparison between the HS algorithm and another popular optimization algorithm known as Differential Evolution (DE) on the basis of results obtained for popular numeric benchmark functions.
To validate the formula obtained in Theorem 1, the expected population variance plot and the theoretical variance plot [obtained from (1) ] over generations are compared. The expected population variance has been calculated by averaging the sample variance for all components and for 100 independent runs. In all the runs the values of the parameters are chosen as follows: Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show the expected variance plot and the theoretical variance plot respectively. The efficiency of this algorithm in finding the optimal solution for several different benchmark functions is compared with that of another popular optimization algorithm known as Differential Evolution (DE) and two recently proposed variants of the classical HS, namely the Improved HS (IHS) [8] and the Global-best Harmony Search (GHS) [9] . Table 1 shows the comparison of the final accuracy achieved by the two algorithms over four standard numerical benchmarks in 3 dimensions. The results come as averages and standard deviations over 30 independent runs, where each run was continued to 2000 iterations.
Results in Table 1 show that HS, if modified as suggested in this paper, can work almost as efficiently as DE (we used the DE/rand/1/bin scheme with NP = 30, F = 0.8, Cr = 0.9), which has already emerged as a very powerful optimization technique these days. The table also indicates the modified HS can significantly beat GHS and HIS, which are two state-of-the-art variants of HS. The result obtained in Theorem 1 provides us the scope to further improve the efficiency of the algorithm by tuning the parameter values. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a mathematical analysis of the evolution of population-variance for the HS meta-heuristic algorithm. The theoretical results indicate that the population-variance of HS can be made to vary exponentially by making the distance bandwidth of HS equal to the standard deviation of the current population. This intensifies the explorative power of HS and the algorithm modified in this way is able to beat the state-of-the-art variants of HS over popular benchmark functions. Even the performance of the algorithm was found to be comparable to that of another very powerful evolutionary algorithm known as Differential Evolution (DE).
